Directions to the UUFDC Flower Ceremony
Sunday, July 19th from 10-11:30 am
On Sunday, July 19th, between 10:00 and 11:30am, bring your colored flower sheet and join us
at the Fellowship. If you want, tape your colored flower sheet onto the back window of your
car on the driver’s side. Members of the Covenant Groups will be directing traffic with signs.
Drive on Hwy 42 to S. Bella Vista Lane (just north of Green Gables). Turn on S. Bella Vista and
then turn left almost immediately, into the Green Gables parking lot. Proceed across the
parking lot in front of the Green Gables shops and turn right into the alley between the shops
and UUFDC.

This is the closest we can get to an in-person experience of our Fellowship right
now, so let us make it a meditative one. Observe the flower garden on your left,
so beautifully tended by our gardener, Peter Buergin-Witt. At the end of the
alley, turn left into UUFDC’s rear driveway. On your right is our Memorial
Garden: pause a moment to remember some of those whose names are
inscribed on the stones.
At the end of the rear parking area, veer left to proceed out toward our exit onto Hwy 42, but
turn left before reaching it. Then drive slowly across the east side of the parking lot, again
admiring the garden and the sanctuary end of the building, where we wish we could be. You
will also see some people who look familiar, even with masks! These are members of UUFDC’s
two Covenant Groups, who meet regularly to explore life themes together. Give them a wave
or two. Someone will be around to take your picture, and your works of art!
As you reach the flagpole and our UUFDC sign, you will notice tables on your left, with flowers
galore! Stop at the tables and pick up a scroll and flower as mementos of this lovely occasion!!

After receiving your flower, please drive forward to the Green Gables exit on your right, turn
and exit onto Hwy 42. (See the map on a separate attachment for a visual of directions.)
Enjoy the words on your scroll and your flower to celebrate the sense of fellowship we hope
they convey!

